
Easy Start Guide 
WL559E | Wall-Plugged 300Mbps Wifi Repeater 

Plug in the WL559E repeater to the power outlet. 

Switch on the power outlet. 

Connect the ethernet cable to the WL559E repeater and 
to the computer.  
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Launch the internet browser from your computer.
You will be redirected to the WL559E repeater’s user 
interface. (If in any case it doesn’t, type http://10.0.10.254 
in your internet browser and then hit Enter.

Choose SSID (Wireless Network Name) from the list and 
click  to connect.  

Input the Wireless Password for the network and click 
on Apply.
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Disconnect the ethernet cable from the computer and 
the WL559E repeater. 

Place the WL559E repeater between the wireless router 
and the blind spot. 

STEP 3
Connect your wireless devices to the WL559E repeater’s 
wireless network.  
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The WL559E repeater will connect to the wireless network 
and will redirect to the user interface with the following 
status.  

Assess and identify the areas in your house 
where the wireless reception from your main 
router is weak or no wireless signal. Place the 
WL559E  repeater between the wireless router 
and the point of weak wireless signal. It is 
ideal for the WL559E repeater to be placed in 
a location, where it can receive good wireless 
signal from the wireless router.
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Wireless reception and throughput may vary according to the number of wireless clients that 
are in use at the same time, other nearby wireless devices, structure type, building materials 
and other interference present. 

! Important: Please turn-off / disable any wireless client on 
your computer before you proceed with Step 1


